Special Instructions
PLEASE DEFINITELY READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ENROLLING
1. Cancellation Charges on Tour Fees would be as per
before 30 days 15% Non Ac & 20% AC travel.
30 to 15 days 25% for Non Ac & 30% for AC travel.
14 to 6 days 50% for Non Ac & AC travel.
Last 5 days then no refund under any circumstances.
If the Cheque gets Disowned, charges for same will be levied.

This Cancellation Fee is on the whole amount even if only Advance is paid.
2. Parents or Relatives visit is strictly Not Allowed during the camp. If done so, the Participant
will have to leave the camp on the spot.

3. Please Mention any allergy or Medicine details in Admission Form
4. In our tours during train journey we provide Breakfast, Dry Snacks, Meals as per availability
or from pantry.

5. While booking first please confirm seat availability with office staff & then submit the forms
with proper name, address, total details, date of camp with full amount of camp fee to
authorized person and collect your receipts. Please fill separate form for every child.
6. One day before Departure we will give you the details of camp journey by Telephone.
7. Details of Return journey and contact no. of Hotels will be provided at Railway Platform at
the time of departure. We will strictly not provide any mobile number of our staff during the
camp journey.
8. During the camps, please only call as per the day & time mentioned by us.
9. Compulsory bring Xerox copy of AADHAR card or Any ID PROOF of participant at the time of
admission.
10. Payment mode :- By Cash, Online Transfer or Cash deposit in company account or by cheque
drawn in favor of "KALAKRRUTI".
11. Please compulsory carry original Photo Id Proof during the Manali,Nainital,Mussorie,
Dalhousie, Kashmir, Darjeeling,Leh and Panchmarhi camp, If not carried you are liable to pay
fine.
12. If we have minimum booking of 10 Participants by Air, Our representative will be there in
particular flight (decided by us).
13. For Leh Ladakh tour Rs. 5000/- Will be Non-Refundable.

